Crossword 17,112 Set by MUDD

ACROSS
1 Some finish in agony after items cracked (8)
6 Everything eaten by animal in field, green (6)
9 Cut report, providing sent back (6)
10 Sometimes bread dipped into fancy food fine (2,3,3)
11 Still off-key (4)
12 Screening western, one learns about US city (3,7)
14 Current place to go, Battle (8)
16 Alliance a big hit after revolution (4)
18 First of all, get off bus in desert (4)
19 Decade hit badly, then tries to rebuild (8)
21 Chap stretched as a poet? (10)
22 Scratching head, rogue affected (4)
24 State is turned into Michigan (8)
26 Couple of loveless solicitors, deary me (3-3)
27 Second line in piece of music (6)
28 Noblemen, relative and children back to back (8)

DOWN
2 Quiz cook (5)
3 Splashing everywhere, bound to cover coffee (11)
4 Ten swimming fish get caught in net? (8)
5 Don’t tell me how gal with kilt on’s OK being blown about (4,4,7)
6 Centre of the body where chest lifted after drink (6)
7 Cover let in daylight, initially (3)
8 Nasty attack (9)
13 Giving bully ideas, cattle! (11)
15 A sport with significance for defender? (9)
17 More lofty by the sound of it, what a shocking poem by 21 (8)
20 Small horse detailed, flashy little thing (6)
23 Timid type married runner (5)
25 Very much water in hose, actually (3)
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